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12 A & E 
Gone Girl Gone Good 

It's hard to discuss a movie like Gone Girl without giving too 
Nicole Philp much away, but I'll try anyway. It's both a bleak snapshot of · 

Amy tells her's through voice-overs and flashbacks. 

Focus Editor modern love gone toxic and engineered to unpick the modern 
The movie asks: How much did Nick know about his wife? But what it's really 

asking the audience is: How much do any of us know about our partners? As Nick, 

Affleck gives what may be the most natural performance of his career. He's confi
dent without being cocky, charming without being apple-polishing. And as Amy, 
Pike summons levels of depth and daring she's never been asked to grapple with 
before. Fincher uses the same deliberateness with every casting choice in the film. 
As Nick's sister Margo, Carrie Coon gives the film its gallows of humor and satisfied 
the need for a "normal" character the audience can relate to. Tyler Perry is the 
epitome of calculating sophistication as Nick's high-priced defense attorney. Con
ducting it all is Fincher-a mischievous maestro who turns a smart, but arguably 
undisciplined story, into something even wilder yet perversely more controlled. 

mania for presenting a perfected version of yourself to others, 
even as the truth roils underneath, Fincher's film tells the nightmare story of Nick 
and Amy Dunne, a fairy-tale couple whose marriage has soured into a curdled 
stew of resentment, hostility, and possibly murder. On the morning of their fifth 
anniversary, Amy disappears from their suburban Missouri home, leaving behind 
upturned furniture, shattered glass, and traces of blood. Nick, a self-absorbed bar 
owner who's curiously unflustered by his wife's absence, quickly becomes the 
police's prime suspect. His alibi is hardly airtight, worse, Amy's diary paints hiln as 
unfaithful and short-tempered. Is she dead or just simply ... gone? 

We've all seen this sort of scenario on countless fear mongering episodes of 
Dateline and The First 48. But what makes Gone Girl so intoxicating is the way the 
mystery unfolds~ Nick explains his side of the story to a pair of detectives (Kim 
Dickens and Patrick Fugit) who aren't buying what he's selling, and the missing 

I can't guarantee that the film's ending will work for everyone. But I will say this: 

A Guide to 

Anyone who loved Gone Girl the book will walk out of Gone Girl the movie with a 
sick grin on their face. 

Thanksgiving Preparations 
Molly Gray The classic Thanksgiving crisis is upon you. The relative that you see but 1. Person who made the turkey 

2. Adjective (avoid "crumbly", "dry", "mediocre", etc.) Staff Cartoonist once a year who lives alone with their three cats has had one too many pulls 
off the sauced eggnog. The kids' table grows increasingly rowdy with each 
additional serving of that sweet-potato-marshmallow-·brown-sugar-diabetes 

dish. And the cranberry sauce? Sub-par, at best. However, you're still put on the spot, and expected to 

showcase your gratitude for these clinically insane escaped fugitives that have. occupied your dining 
table, more respectfully known 
as your loved ones. Can't think 
of anything particularly sweet 
to say? Never fear- Just use this 
handy-dandy fill-in-the-blanks/ 
circle-your-choice Thanksgiving 
speech, and rest assured that 
you'll blow your friends and 
family away with your stunning 
articulacy. 

u First off., I, d like 

3. Refer to #1, or make up a jazzy nickname (avoid 
"chump", "poopface", etc.) 
4. Adjective (avoid "racist", "politically incorrect", "old", 
etc.) 
5. Family member or friend described in #5 
6. Adjective (Try "Voluptuous", "on-point", etc.) 
7. Noun ("Spread", "bounty", "feast'', etc.) 
8. Plural Noun ("friends", "amigos", etc.) 
9. Adjective (family /relatives/unstable transiE:~nts I found 
on the sidewalk) 
10. Adjective (avoid "bigoted", "unattractive", "unedu
cated", etc.) 
11. Verb (Try something to do with eating) 
12. Verb (avoid "undress", "lick our neighbor", "stab each 
other", etc.) 

to thank :1. for slaving over this incredibly 2. .. __ ~ 
turkey. Really, this has entirely reinvented poultry for me. 
Thumbs up, 3. . l,d also like to express now much I 
appreciate having my 4. here with us today. l,m so 
thankful that you could join us for this s. 6 .. __ ~ 

and of course, l,m thankful for being surrounded by my 
7. and 8. . I couldn,t be more glad to snare this 
q. day with such :10. people. Without further 
adieu, let us :1:1. :12.. , and make merry!, 


